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ABMA To Hold 101st Annual Convention

By Harrell Kerkhoff | Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

At Westin Kierland Resort & Spa, Scottsdale, AZ

The 101st American Brush Manufacturers Association (ABMA) Annual Convention is scheduled for
March 21-24, at The Westin Kierland Resort & Spa, in Scottsdale, AZ.
The ABMA event is billed as four days of networking, fellowship and information sharing. The theme
of this year’s convention is, “Change The World,” and will include the Suppliers Display, divisional
meetings, guest speakers, receptions and other key events.
(A complete schedule accompanies this article.)

Convention Program Highlights

Wednesday, March 21, is the first full day of activities for the
101st ABMA Annual Convention. The Convention Committee
Breakfast Meeting is scheduled from 8 to 9:20 a.m., followed by
the Public Relations Committee Meeting from 9:30 to 10:20 a.m.,
and the Membership Committee Meeting from 10:30 to 11:50 a.m.
ABMA convention registration on Wednesday is scheduled
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. A Statistical Committee Lunch Meeting is
set for noon to 12:50 p.m. on Wednesday, followed by a Safety &
Standards Committee Meeting from 1 to 1:50 p.m.
This year’s ABMA Paint Applicator, Broom & Mop, Industrial
Maintenance and Suppliers divisional meetings are also slated for
Wednesday. ABMA divisional meetings are open to everyone who
attends the convention, and this year will be part of an All
Divisional Meeting & Educational Institute Program. The entire
event is scheduled from 2:30 to 5 p.m. Guest speaker will be
PG 6

Tamara McCleary, who will give a presentation titled,
“Thingalytics: Challenges and Opportunities of IoT, Big Data and
Data Driven Marketing.”
According to McCleary, “With sensors in everything, we now
have an Identity of Things as much as we have an Internet of Things
(IoT). Winning in digital business is a team sport. The effect of
digital technology is the blurring of distinction between creating
value in the tangible world of the physical and creating value out of
the data that comes from sensing and controlling the tangible world.
Products and services will be transformed, as will marketing.”
Attendees of this session will learn more about the opportunities
available from IoT, Big Data, and Data Driven Marketing in
association with social media. McCleary will also discuss
actionable outcomes using B2B marketing strategies, helping
companies to better stand out in this channel through
personalization and customization of messaging as it pertains to
prospects and customers.
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Black Forest Originals

Passion and Perfection in Molds, Machinery and Automation.
Black Forest Quality by ZAHORANSKY

zahoransky.com

Wednesday’s events conclude with the New Members & First
Time Attendees Welcome Reception from 6 to 7 p.m., followed by
the Welcoming Reception from 7 to 9 p.m. Dress is business
casual for both events.
A day earlier, on Tuesday, March 20, the Directors Finance Meeting
will take place from 5 to 5:30 p.m., and will be followed by the ABMA
Foundation Board of Directors Meeting from 5:30 to 6 p.m.
The main program to kick off events for Thursday, March 22, will
be the Opening Business Session from 8 to 8:50 a.m. The session
will include a welcome given by ABMA President Carlos Petzold, of
Bodam International Ltd./Borghi USA, Aberdeen, MD.
Prior to the opening event, a yoga session from instructor
Rachel Hack, of Epic Resins, Palmyra, WI, will take place from
6:30 to 7:30 a.m., while a continental breakfast will be available
from 7 to 8:30 a.m. Registration will open at 7:30 a.m. and remain
active until 2 p.m. on Thursday.
Following the Opening Business Session will be an ABMA AllAttendee Educational Institute. This is scheduled from 9 to 11 a.m.
The event features guest speaker Ken Gronbach, who will present
a program titled, “Demographics, Big Data and Millennials
Change Everything.”
Gronbach is a futurist in the field of demography and
generational marketing. He will focus on the science of shifting
demography with real life examples, making it relevant to today’s
culture, business climate and economy. Gronbach has nearly three
decades of experience in retail advertising and marketing.
The Suppliers Display setup time is scheduled from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Thursday, while the ABMA Golf Scramble Tournament
will take place from 1 to 6 p.m. at the Westin Kierland Golf Club,
in Scottsdale. Tournament cost includes greens fees, golf cart

affordable packaging differentiation

food t industrial t medical t retail
For over 60 years, Vonco Products has built the capability to offer small and
medium brand owners affordable custom flexible packaging. Features include:
t Shapes, spouts, closures and fitments
t Leak proof, barrier, puncture-resistant and extremely high pressure
resistant packaging
Our in-house capabilities include:
t Flexo printing on unsupported or laminated structures
tGraphic design, engineering, package design and machine design
All creating differentiation, lower costs and speed to market.

®

2014 Inspected
Vonco Products, LLC
Lake Villa, IL t May 9, 2014

vonco.com t T: 1-800-323-9077 t E: sales@vonco.com
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rental, range balls and prizes. Participants are asked to make their
own club rental arrangements directly by calling the pro shop at 1480-922-9283. Please specify men’s or ladies left or right clubs.
A mid-convention reception is scheduled from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Dinner on Thursday is open.
A full day of activities is planned for Friday, March 23, starting
with another yoga session with Rachel Hack from 6:30 to 7:30
a.m., and a continental breakfast from 7 to 8:30 a.m. Registration
is scheduled from 7:30 a.m. to noon.
One of Friday’s highlights will be the ABMA Suppliers Display,
which will begin at 8 a.m. and run until noon. This event provides
a showcase for ABMA members to see the latest products, ideas
and components offered by exhibiting suppliers. In addition, the
event is another opportunity for members to network.
From 9 to 11 a.m., the ABMA Companion Program “Brown Bag
Iron Chef” is scheduled. Each team of participants will be given
pots, pans, kitchen tools and ingredients to create culinary
masterpieces. A panel of judges will walk from team to team and
give suggestions, while an “Iron Chef” gives a play-by-play.
Judges will be scoring each entree on taste, plate presentation,
creativity of the ingredients, and the best all-around dish. Teams
will work together to complete all tasks. Winning team members
will receive themed prizes. This activity is free to participants but
is limited to the first 30 who arrive.
A buffet lunch is slated for noon until 1 p.m. on Friday. This will
be followed by a River Float trip from 2 to 5:45 p.m., led by
professional river guides. Participants should wear soft-soled
shoes, sunglasses, shorts, T-shirts, hats and sunscreen. There is a
charge involved for this trip.
Friday evening’s featured event will be the annual Suppliers
Reception, which takes place from 7 to 10 p.m. The theme of this
year’s reception is, “Spring Training Party,” as ABMA celebrates
the return of America’s favorite pastime. The Phoenix area is host
to many Major League Baseball spring training games.
Participants are urged to attend this year’s Suppliers Reception
dressed in their favorite team jersey from any sport. The event will
include music, dancing and a few surprises along the way.
The final day of the convention is Saturday, March 24, beginning
with a continental breakfast from 7 to 9 a.m. It will be followed by the
Closing Business Session and the William Cordes Innovation
Excellence Award presentation, the latter event directed by ABMA
Public Relations Chair Greg Miller, of The Mill-Rose Company,
Mentor, OH. This all takes place from 8:30 to 9:30 a.m.
Saturday’s ABMA All-Attendee Educational Institute is
scheduled from 9:30 to 11 a.m., with guest speaker Ryan Jenkins
providing his presentation titled, “Hiring, Retaining and
Managing Millennials.”
Jenkins launched a blog in 2012 and a podcast in 2013
focused on helping leaders and organizations to better
understand emerging generations, allowing them to have more
success while leading, engaging and selling to millennials and
members of Generation Z. Today, Ryan’s content reaches
thousands of people every week. In 2015, he became a
columnist for Inc.com, and in 2016 helped launch 21Mill, a
micro-learning platform that is designed specifically to better
develop the millennial workforce.
From 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Saturday, the ABMA Board of
Directors Luncheon and Meeting is scheduled. The final events of
the 2018 ABMA Annual Convention will be the Board of
Directors Reception from 6:30 to 7 p.m., followed by a dinner.
BBM MAGAZINE | January/February 2018

EVOlutionary news
DKSH is the exclusive global distributor of SCM
mixing machines, who have re-invented the wheel
in the world of natural and synthetic filament
mixing. Their machine LUCY offers the possibility
to mix natural and synthetic filaments, whereas
the next generation LUCY EVO is perfect to mix
100% pure synthetic.

U. S. Distributor: BRUSH FIBERS ARCOLA
Please contact us for further information,
specifications and offers:
Reinhold Hoerz
Senior Sales Manager,
Brush Industry
Phone +41 44 386 7901, Fax +41 44 386 7911
Mobile +41 79 785 4657
reinhold.hoerz@dksh.com, www.dksh.ch/brush
Market Expansion Services for:

www.scm-automation.com

Think Asia. Think DKSH.

Innovation Award Nominees
One of the following three candidates will be
presented with the William Cordes Innovation
Excellence Award, during the ABMA Closing
Business Session scheduled for Saturday, March 24.
The award recognizes the innovation of
manufactured products, components or
services in the broom, brush, mop and roller
industries. It’s named after William Cordes, who
served as the first ABMA president from 19171928. This award serves as a reminder that new
and exciting endeavors have beginnings that
connect with real people.

THE 2018 CANDIDATES ARE:

“Gordon Brush has worked with the inventors of the
PlateScrape to create a patent-pending effective and simple way to
pre-sanitize dirty plates in restaurants, hotels, convention centers,

Gordon Brush’s PlateScrape

banquet halls, etc., that is also environmentally friendly.
PlateScrape holds 4.4 gallons of water, which fills it up slightly
above the product’s brushes. When filled, PlateScrape is ready to
be used by gliding one plate at a time between the brushes, easily
scraping off food waste from each plate. Between 200 to 400
plates can be pre-sanitized using the 4.4 gallons of water.
“The current method of cleaning plates in commercial kitchens
often involves spray nozzles and over one gallon of water per
minute. Therefore, it’s easy to imagine how PlateScrape can
quickly reduce utility bills and help minimize the environmental
footprint pre-sanitizing plates leaves on the earth. Not only does
the PlateScrape save a large amount of water, it also saves on
manpower from the traditional spray-off method.
“The PlateScrape is estimated to save over 100 billion gallons
of water annually in the United States alone, with a similar savings
taking place regarding contaminated water that must be processed
through sewer treatment systems. When factoring in the natural or
propane gas needed to heat this water, the product will also save
trillions of cubic feet of gas. Combining the conservation of water,
sewage treatment, gas and labor is expected to translate into $20
to $30 billion in annual savings.”
PG 10

Linzer Products’
Pro Edge Professional
Paint Edging Tool

“With new Squeeze to Release™
technology, the Linzer Pro Edge
Professional Pad Painters and Edging
Tools feature a mess-free loading and
unloading system. Rather than a push
button, which throws the paint pad off
the edger or having to remove by hand as
is accustomed, end-users can now gently
load or replace the paint pad, thanks to Squeeze to Release™.
“The swivel handle allows for easy use with extension poles.
The product eliminates the need for taping. End-users can edge
like a professional painter without ever touching the paint pad.
Squeeze to Release™ technology allows end-users to easily load
and replace paint pads while eliminating mess.”

The Mill-Rose Company’s
Equine Cribbing Brush For Dutch Doors

“Cribbing or crib biting involves a horse grasping a solid object —
such as the top of a stall door or fence rail — with its incisor teeth, then
arching its neck, and contracting the lower neck muscles to retract the
larynx. This coincides with an in-rush of air into the esophagus,
producing the characteristic
cribbing grunt. Usually, air is
not swallowed but returns to the
pharynx.
“Cribbing is considered an
abnormal, compulsive behavior by some horses, and is
often labeled as a stable vice.
It’s primarily found with saddle
horses, jumpers and thoroughbred race horses. Until now, the only solution for horse and/or stable
owners was to use a special paint applied to stable doors and fences,
or to use a cribbing collar.
“However, The Mill Rose Company has introduced its
Cribbing Brush for Dutch Doors. The brush product contains a
special mixture of wire and bristle. It’s designed to prevent
horses from practicing this abusive behavior, while also saving
horse and/or stable owners thousands of dollars in stall and
fence maintenance costs.”
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101st Annual ABMA Convention

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
March 20-24, 2018 • WESTIN KIERLAND RESORT & SPA • Scottsdale, AZ

TUESDAY, MARCH 20
5 to 5:30 p.m.
Directors Finance Meeting
5:30 to 6 p.m.
ABMA Foundation Board of Directors Meeting

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21
8 to 9:20 a.m.
Convention Committee Breakfast Meeting
9:30 to 10:20 a.m.
Public Relations Committee Meeting
10:30 to 11:50 a.m.
Membership Committee Meeting
11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Registration / “Gathering Place”
Noon to 12:50 p.m.
Statistical Committee Lunch Meeting
1 to 1:50 p.m.
Safety & Standards Committee
2:30 to 3 p.m.
All Divisions Meeting
3 to 5 p.m.
ABMA All-Attendee Educational Institute
Presentation: “Thingalytics: Challenges and Opportunities of IoT,
Big Data and Data Driven Marketing.” Speaker: Tamara McCleary
6 to 7 p.m.
New Members & First-Time Attendees
Welcome Reception
Dress: Business Casual
7 to 9 p.m.
Welcoming Reception
Dress: Business Casual

THURSDAY, MARCH 22
6:30 to 7:30 a.m
Yoga session with Rachel Hack
7 to 8:30 a.m.
Continental Breakfast
7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Registration / “Gathering Place”
8 to 8:50 a.m.
Opening Business Session - President’s Welcome
9 to 11 a.m.
ABMA All-Attendee Educational Institute
Presentation: “Demographics, Big Data and Millennials Change
Everything”
Speaker: Ken Gronbach
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11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Suppliers Display Setup
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Lunch on Own
1 to 6 p.m.
Golf Scramble Tournament
6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Mid-Convention Reception
7:30 p.m.
Dinner on Own

FRIDAY, MARCH 23
6:30 to 7:30 a.m
Yoga session with Rachel Hack
7 to 7:45 a.m.
Suppliers Display Setup
7 to 8:30 a.m.
Continental Breakfast
7:30 a.m. to Noon
Registration / “Gathering Place”

8 a.m. to Noon
ABMA Suppliers Display
9 to 11 a.m.
Companion Program — Brown Bag Iron Chef
Noon to 1 p.m.
Buffet Lunch
2 to 5:45 p.m.
Tour: River Float Trip
7 to 10 p.m.
Suppliers Reception
Theme: Spring Training
Dress: Business Casual / Wear favorite sports team jersey.

SATURDAY, MARCH 24
7 to 9 a.m.
Continental Breakfast
8:30 to 9:30 a.m.
Closing Business Session & Innovation Award Presentation
9:30 to 11 a.m.
ABMA All-Attendee Educational Institute
Presentation: “Hiring, Retaining and Managing Millennials”
Speaker: Ryan Jenkins
11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
ABMA Board of Directors Luncheon & Meeting
6:30 to 7 p.m.
ABMA Board of Directors Reception
7 to 9:30 p.m.
ABMA Board of Directors Dinner
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Perfex
Corporation
Producing High Performance
Cleaning Products Since 1924
By Harrell Kerkhoff | Broom, Brush & Mop Editor
roducing high performance cleaning products and systems
for controlled environments remains a specialty at Perfex
Corporation, an upstate New York manufacturer that has
been in business since 1924. The company also produces more
standard cleaning items, including brushes and brooms, for
janitorial and other business segments.
Originally known as the Brooklyn Broom & Brush Company and
specializing in the manufacture of fiber brooms, Perfex Corporation
has grown over the past 94 years to become a principal producer of
cleaning tools for critical environments. This includes various types
of cleanrooms, typically used by companies that manufacture pharaceutical
products,
semiconductors and/or conduct scientific research.
“Among the more general
cleaning products that we
produce and distribute are
brushes; push and upright
brooms; squeegees; material
handling items such as shovels,
scoops and scrapers as well as
different accessory items.
These customers are involved
in such segments as food
processing and jani-torial-type
Mike Dougherty
services, while our cleanroom
product line, known as TruCLEAN, is directed at the
pharmaceutical, bioprocessing and semiconductor manufacturing
industries,” Perfex Corporation Marketing Director Mike
Dougherty said. “Our company’s TruCLEAN mopping system,
used for cleanroom environments, can be sterilized repeatedly,
helping Perfex successfully service a specific niche in the cleaning
industry. It’s to our company’s advantage that it offers products that
can handle repeated sterilization.
“Everything that goes in and out of a cleanroom must be

P
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sterilized. Our products are capable of handling this type of
environment.”
Perfex Corporation’s products are also designed to meet specific

“Everything that goes in and out of a
cleanroom must be sterilized. Our products
are capable of handling this type of
environment.”

standards found in the food processing industry. This includes
brooms and brushes that are heat-fused, allowing bristles to be
permanently bonded to a brush or broom block without the use of
staples. This process helps reduce the risk of premature fiber fallout and areas for bacteria or other contaminates to collect,
according to the company.

Founder Matthew Kubick
BBM MAGAZINE | January/February 2018
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This drawing shows an early Perfex Corporation building.

“Perfex brooms, brushes and squeegees are manufactured with
U.S. FDA (Food and Drug Administration) and USDA (United
States Department of Agriculture) approved materials,”
Dougherty said. “Durable brush fibers from Perfex Corporation
maintain shape over time, are non-conductive, and will not absorb
bacteria, liquids or odors.”

A Long Family Tradition

or three generations, members of the Kubick family have
guided first the Brooklyn Broom & Brush Company, later to
be known as Perfex Corporation, through nine-plus decades
of changing customer demands, business segments and cleaning
practices.
Perfex Corporation is now under the management of Michael
E. Kubick, who represents the third generation of the Kubick
family, and is the current president and owner. Located in
Poland, NY, (approximately 70 miles east of Syracuse, NY) in the
scenic foothills of the Adirondack Mountains and in the Mohawk
Valley Region of the state, today Perfex Corporation is sought by
customers around the United States and the world, according to
Dougherty.

F

The company was started in Brooklyn, NY, hence the original
moniker: Brooklyn Broom & Brush Company. In the late 1970s,
the business was moved north and the name “Perfex Corporation”
was officially born.
What began with fiber broom production was eventually
developed into four distinct product categories, with Perfex’s
TruCLEAN line providing the centerpiece of the organization,
helping the company satisfy the growing cleanroom business
segment and customer base. Perfex brooms and brushes,
laboratory and scientific brushes, and sanitary material handling
tools complete the company’s global portfolio.
“Today, Perfex officials hold many mechanical and design
patents, helping to grow our company’s ongoing research and
development programs. These have pioneered many new
innovations,” Dougherty said. “The results have been major
improvements experienced in both performance and value to our
customers.”
He added that the company’s founder, Matthew Kubick,
grandfather of Michael, believed professional cleaning tools
should be designed to eliminate the prevalent problems associated
with their use.
“For example, our patented Lite-N-Tite connection system,
designed to eliminate the frequent problem of broken handles, as

The Perfex Corporation has enjoyed a long history of providing various types of cleaning tools, starting with brooms and brushes.

PG 16
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Shown are various products from Perfex Corporation.

well as our fusion-set process preventing premature fiber fallout,
have become the standard in hygiene-conscious facilities today.
More recently, our focus on providing visually-coded fiber has
helped to isolate areas of use within a facility, as well as control
cross-contamination issues,” Dougherty said. “Perfex
Corporation’s products are engineered specifically to exceed the
rigorous demands and hygienic concerns often found in today’s
food processing, infection control and many other markets.
“We feel Perfex’s brooms and brushes, for instance, maintain a
superior edge in quality, since many of our items are constructed
entirely of polypropylene. This makes our brooms and brushes

“Our focus on providing visually-coded fiber
has helped to isolate areas of use within a
facility, as well as control cross-contamination
issues.”
100 percent recyclable and safe for the environment.
Polypropylene will not absorb bacteria and is unaffected by water,
grease, petroleum, detergents, sanitizers and solvents.”
As mentioned, Perfex Corporation also extends broom and
brush life with its patented Lite-N-Tite connection system.
“The unique socket design that our handles provide locks each
handle into a very tight fit, guaranteeing no more broken handles.
That’s a promise we are proud to make,” Dougherty said.
“Meanwhile, Perfex Corporation holds a strong presence in
today’s pharmaceutical cleaning industry with its TruCLEAN
product line. It’s designed specifically to capture and isolate
contaminants, ensuring the delivery of unadulterated cleaning
with the use of sanitizing agents.
“Generally speaking, when a wide assortment of maintenance
tools are utilized, simple cleaning procedures become
unnecessarily complex. This makes it difficult for our customers
to comply with different regulations, therefore producing
unreliable results. Our TruCLEAN mopping systems, on the other
hand, are designed to be easy-to-use and maintain, while
delivering the cleaning performance and reliability that customers
come to expect.”
Such systems from Perfex Corporation include: TruCLEAN Pro
XL, TruCLEAN Pro, TruCLEAN 2 and TruCLEAN Deluxe
Disinfection.
According to Dougherty, each component used in Perfex’s
PG 18

TruCLEAN cleaning systems plays an important role in delivering
quality cleanliness to a facility. This begins with a swivel mop
frame that is constructed of high-grade stainless steel, designed to
apply cleaning and sanitizing agents uniformly and precisely to
floors, walls, ceilings, and baseboards as well as confined areas,
such as corners and stairs.
“The low-profiled mop frame has been designed for easy and
efficient cleaning under and over tables and other hard-to-reach
surfaces. Also, our TruCLEAN wringer exerts force evenly across
the entire mop surface to extract the maximum amount of soiled
contaminants,” Dougherty said. “Perfex Corporation offers a
number of mopping system configurations, which all work to
isolate contaminants, ensuring the delivery of unadulterated
cleaning and sanitizing agents.
“TruCLEAN mopping systems are also compatible with
gamma, ETO and autoclave sterilization methods at 250ºF for
30 minutes.”
Perfex Corporation’s cleanroom product line
includes a variety of consumables — such as
sponge, microfiber, antimicrobial
and continuously-woven mops —
along with mop covers and
sponge wipes available in a variety
of substrates.
According to Dougherty, the
microfiber used by Perfex Corporation
has been designed for exceptional
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“At Perfex Corporation, we take great
pride in delivering the highest level of quality
and service to customers. This passion keeps
us constantly on the move, creating new
products, improving others, and aiming toward
our ultimate goal — total customer
satisfaction.”

absorbency that includes high quality mop-to-dry performance on
wet surfaces.
“Our antimicrobial-treated mops, meanwhile, can eliminate up
to 99 percent of bacteria that is present on most cloths after the
cleaning process. These mops are processed in a Class 100
cleanroom facility, and can be repeatedly laundered or autoclaved,
providing exceptional value,” he said. “Perfex Corporation
provides a wide variety of mops that are compatible with all
TruCLEAN mopping systems. Therefore, the end-user can select
one mopping system and still use different mops to clean different
areas of a facility. We provide extra-long handles for these mops,
allowing end-users to reach high locations, such as in factories
that have 20- to 30-foot ceilings.
“End-users can use any of our
TruCLEAN consumable items, alongside
our TruCLEAN mopping systems, to
radically improve the cleaning process in
their facilities. At Perfex Corporation, we
take great pride in delivering the highest
level of quality and service to customers.
This passion keeps us constantly on the
move, creating new products, improving
others, and aiming toward our ultimate goal
— total customer satisfaction.”

Dedication And Experience
Leads To New Markets

tarting as a broom maker during the
Roaring Twenties, officials at Perfex
Corporation have made it a practice,
over the years, to develop new products,
while also seeking emerging business
segments. Today, the company serves
consumers and distributors in a variety of
growing markets — from pharmaceutical
processing and food manufacturing to
sanitary maintenance.
“We feel our reputation for providing
reliable products and excellent customer
service has helped Perfex Corporation
establish a strong position among different
types of customers throughout the United
States and internationally,” Dougherty said.
“Perfex also works with a wide variety of
distributors. We do not have a retail
location, although end-users can purchase
our products directly from Perfex. It’s our
goal to develop a greater online presence
for the future, where consumers can visit
our website to make purchases.”
Improving the way customers order
Perfex products and streamlining other
aspects of operation are helping company
officials develop a greater focus on
customer service, he added.
“We are a smaller company, which helps
to provide direct access between customers
and our sales team. Customer support is
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critical. It also helps that our lead times are short. For the most part,
we can quickly get products to customers once an order is made, either
directly or through our distribution channels. There is usually very
little waiting involved,” Dougherty said. “These are the types of
benefits that are most appealing to customers.”
The majority of Perfex Corporation’s products are made at the
company’s upstate New York facility, although some items are molded
at another location.
“Over the years, our manufacturing process has proven very
beneficial for the company. Employees at Perfex Corporation take
great pride in producing cleaning products that we feel are of high
quality and durability, made with high-end materials. These
products are also produced in the USA, which is hard to find these
days,” Dougherty said.
The majority of raw materials used in the manufacturing processes
at Perfex Corporation involve polymer plastics and stainless steel.
“We do offer a couple of unique items, such as our firefighting
brooms, that require special materials. In this product’s case, it’s
palmyra fiber from India. I would say this is the most ‘exotic’ of the
raw materials used at Perfex Corporation,” he said. “When it comes
to raw materials, we keep a close eye on pricing, and usually don’t
have too many issues with availability. It helps that we don’t require
a large variety of raw materials to create our products. Many of our
raw material suppliers have worked with Perfex Corporation for
several years.”
Manufacturing experience is also key at Perfex Corporation. A
number of its employees involved with production have been with the
company for 10 or more years, some quite a bit longer.
“They have honed their craft over the years, and know how to
make a quality product. These are products that our company has
been able to ‘hang its hat on’ for many years,” Dougherty said.
“Several of our items are considered molded products. The
production process for these items is straight forward. However,
we do produce some unique items that require more craftsmanship.
This includes our firefighting brooms as well as our track & switch
brooms featuring chisels. Not a lot of other companies manufacture
these types of specialty broom items anymore.”
He explained the Perfex Corporation’s firefighting broom product
is designed for a direct attack on grass, leaf and underbrush fires.
It’s standard equipment for many firefighting and forestry service
departments. The broom can also be used in fire investigation
activities.

“We take pride in oﬀering stronger, longer
lasting products for the cleaning industry.”
“This broom exceeds the rigorous demands of fire suppression
work, while being light enough in weight to be carried to remote areas.
The hardwood handle, stiff-textured and flame-retardant palmyra fiber
and metal cap are machine pressed to prevent loose handles and fiber
fallout,” Dougherty said.
Meanwhile, Perfex’s track & switch broom is designed for harsh
weather conditions often experienced by railroad workers in snowy
mountainous regions. The broom fibers will tolerate temperatures as
low as -70˚F, according to the company. The heat-fused polypropylene
fibers are locked in place by steel and zinc-plated rivets.
The broom’s stiff sweeping action is assisted by galvanized wire
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bands that are cinched in place at the broom head, while a dropforged and hardened-steel chisel with a sharp grounded edge is
located at the other end of the product’s handle. The chisel is
designed to help railroad workers chip away ice that develops on
track-switches and other areas. A tapered steel ferrule eliminates
protrusion that may damage railroad track equipment, according
to the company.
On the specialty brush side, Perfex Corporation produces such
items as laboratory and scientific brushes. These products are used
to remove infectious and/or toxic residues from laboratory
equipment.
High-quality polyester fibers for these brushes are designed to
not absorb bacteria. The brushes are nonabrasive, rinse clean, dry
quickly and are free of odor. Stainless steel twisted wire used in
these items will not rust or corrode, according to Perfex. The
brushes are also resistant to strong acids, petroleum distillates,
benzene aromatic hydrocarbons, acetones, ketones, ethyl acetate
esters and trichloroethylene hydrocarbons. They are compatible,
as well, with different sterilization methods.

location for many decades, and employ a very experienced and
local workforce.
“On the other hand, Perfex Corporation has grown to become a
worldwide corporation, when it comes to its product outreach. Our
cleaning lines can be found in a wide variety of countries.”
He added that the “need to clean” is only intensifying among
today’s different customer groups and business segments.

“As a company, it’s very important to take
care of any issues, as soon as possible, that a
customer may have, and to avoid delays. This is
true even if it means having to give an
unfavorable response to a customer. An
honest answer goes a long way.”

“We find many end-users must keep their facilities clean and
sanitary to satisfy different audits and inspections. This can best be
usiness remains steady for Perfex Corporation, a trend that accomplished by using quality products, such as those provided by
goes back to the relatively recent U.S. economic recovery the Perfex Corporation,” Dougherty said. “As far as the different
that started in 2010 and 2011, according to Dougherty.
markets that our company is involved with, demand for high“We have been holding our own. It helps that Perfex is a quality cleaning products and systems is trending up. We continue
national and global supplier. Obviously, the more customers we to work hard to meet and exceed this trend.”
can reach, the better,” he said. “We have remained a home-grown
Producing products that are safe to use is also essential.
business, passed down through three family generations. It’s a
“Our current product offerings avoid any type of contamination
local company in essence, since we have been around the same when used properly, and include FDA- and USDA-compliant
materials,” Dougherty said. “Overall, we, at the
Perfex Corporation, feel it’s pretty easy for endusers to see how our quality stacks up. When using
one of our brushes, brooms and/or mopping systems,
high product quality is obvious. We take pride in
offering stronger, longer lasting products for the
cleaning industry.”
Marketing the company comes in the form of
trade magazine advertising, mailings, digital
advertisements and information provided on
Swivel Cap For Easy Storage
Perfex’s website. These marketing efforts are split
between the pharmaceutical cleanroom, janitorial,
food safety and food manufacturing industries.
Clip For Bro
Broom
A good marketing strategy also involves building
MADE IN USA
a
strong focus on customer service. This is
Competitively Priced
accomplished at Perfex Corporation through timely
Lightweight & Durable
service, answering any questions that may arise and
properly handling problems and challenges.
Patented Locking Feature
“As a company, it’s very important to take care of
any
issues, as soon as possible, that a customer may
Teeth For Broom Assist
have, and to avoid delays. This is true even if it
Catch-All Rubber Ramp
means having to give an unfavorable response to a
customer. An honest answer goes a long way,”
Dougherty said. “Our sales staff is small, which is
great in that our customers really get to know their
Perfex Corporation representatives. A customer who
has a question can often talk with the same Perfex
kevin@monahanpartners.com
representative every time he/she calls. This is a good
200 N. Oak, Arcola, IL 61910 | 217-268-5757
thing. It’s important to avoid keeping customers
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Perfex Corporation produces a wide variety of brushes.

waiting for 15 minutes before the ‘right’ company representative is
available.
“By keeping our team small, we know immediately when something is
going good or needs improvement.”
As a new year begins, Dougherty said he feels confident regarding the
future of Perfex Corporation, adding that the company’s commitment to
generating new leads and online sales is a good step for increased growth.
“It’s all about reaching additional customers and getting our cleaning
products into more cleanrooms, food processing plants and janitorial
environments,” he said. “Developing relationships with businesses that are not
currently our customers is vital. This involves passing along the same

“Developing relationships with businesses that
are not currently our customers is vital. This
involves passing along the same knowledge,
expertise and customer support that we already
have in place with current customers.”
knowledge, expertise and customer support that we already have in place with
current customers.
“We continue to take advantage of our company’s experience. Perfex
Corporation’s long history, and its ability to produce quality products, will
go a long way in meeting future goals.”
Dougherty also feels confident about the future of the various industries
that have helped Perfex Corporation expand over the past nine-plus
decades.
“I think there is plenty of growth to be experienced within the industries
that our company serves,” he said. “More companies are working to
comply with today’s quality standards than ever before. They know it’s
critical to keep their facilities in proper condition. This, in part, is due to
greater public awareness and increased regulations.
“I feel Perfex Corporation will continue to succeed when it comes to
satisfying customer needs for high-quality cleaning tools.”
Contact: Perfex Corporation,
32 Case St., Poland, NY 13431.
Phone: 1-800-848-8483.
Website: www.perfexonline.com.
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Exclusive BBM Interviews
With 4 Brush Manufacturers

BRUSH
INDUSTRY
DOING WELL
By Rick Mullen | Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor
Like the U.S. economy, the four industrial brush
company executives interviewed recently by
Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine all reported their
respective businesses are also doing well.
The executives also shared their thoughts on
some of the issues they must deal with, as well as
discussed pertinent information about their
products and processes.

n keeping with its motto, “If a brush exists, we have it. If it
doesn’t, we’ll make it,” Gordon Brush®, of City of Industry,
CA, located in the greater Los Angeles area, offers more than
15,000 industrial and specialty brushes.
The company’s lineup includes block, hand-held, cylinder,
strip, twisted-in-wire, flow-through, ESD brushes, and more.
Gordon Brush’s products are used in the military, aerospace,
electronics, medical, forensics and other segments. Gordon Brush
makes brushes for painting,
janitorial, artists and cosmetic
applications. Its brushes have
traveled to other planets and on
U.S. Space Shuttles.
“We had a record year last
year. Sales were up a
tremendous amount — much
more than we had anticipated.
It was a great year,” said
Gordon Brush President/
CEO Kenneth Rakusin.
Previously located in
Commerce,
CA, Gordon Brush
Kenneth Rakusin

I
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moved into its current, state-of-art facility in 2016. The company
hosted its grand opening on September 30, 2016. Nearly 400
customers, vendors, affiliates, family, friends, employees, former
employees, media and government representatives attended.
Guests came from as far away as Taiwan, Belgium, Mexico,
Massachusetts, Vermont, New York, Texas, Maryland, Illinois,
Colorado and Ohio, according to a news release.
“The new building is 183,000 square feet. It took us more than a
year to renovate it the way we wanted. The building is beautiful. It’s
a first-class facility. It is one of the nicest in the brush industry, and
one I am very proud of,” Rakusin said. “It gives us the ability to do

“I have invested in this gigantic
building so we can grow our made
in America products. We continue
to hire and find ways to make
more things here. ”
-Kenneth Rakusin
so much more and to grow and expand. We were limited before, so
this has just been a wonderful acquisition. It took about 1 1/2 years,
working with architects, designers and contractors, to make it so we
could move into the building. Everybody did a good job.”
Gordon Brush produces brushes made from any fiber material,
including brass, titanium, carbon fiber, nylon and a wide
assortment of natural bristles.
“I’m not aware of any issues with raw materials. Everything
BBM MAGAZINE | January/February 2018

seems very stable,” Rakusin said. “There seems to be an ample
amount of raw material inventory available. Everything is good.”
Since 1998, Gordon Brush has acquired the Marx Brush line of
artist and cosmetic brushes; Milwaukee Dustless Brush, a
janitorial and sanitation brush manufacturer; JEK Inc., a brush
manufacturer for the printed circuit board as well as surface
finishing and conditioning industries; Redtree Industries, Inc., a
paint applicator and paintbrush manufacturer and distributor for
the marine and hardware trade; Brush Supply Company, with its
full line of brushes; and The FootWork Corporation, which
produces the FootMate™ System.
In 2016, Gordon Brush acquired two more companies —
StaticFaction and J.B. Ward. In 2017, the company purchased
Kirschner Brush Mfg. Most recently, on January 23 of this year,
Gordon Brush announced the acquisition of Easy Reach Inc.,
renaming it Easy Reach Supply, LLC.
Speaking of his company’s four most recent acquisitions,
Rakusin said, “They have all been
fantastic acquisitions. Each one is
different and they brought new growth
opportunities for the company, which is
why they were acquired.
“J.B. Ward was a manufacturer of
custom products in the brush industry.
We were able to bring that business into
our building and keep their customers,
while manufacturing the same kinds of
products they were producing.
“Kirschner Brush Mfg. Company is
an outstanding company in the paintbrush world. This purchase gave us
some new capabilities that we didn’t
have before, which allows us to grow in
that marketplace.
“StaticFaction is a leader in selling
filaments and products for the static control
industry. We were big customers of
StaticFaction, and this acquisition gives us
the opportunity to sell their products.
“We just acquired Easy Reach Brush
Co. Inc., located in Hattiesburg, MS. In
addition to purchasing the company, we
bought the building, so that business
will stay in Mississippi. This acquisition
is bringing us some brand new
equipment, so we won’t have to buy as
much as we have in the past.”
Easy Reach manufactures quality
wash brushes, extension handles,
injection and foam molded brush blocks
and other cleaning items.
While many companies have opted to
move all or part of their operations
offshore, Rakusin is a committed
believer in “Made in the USA.”
“In Los Angeles, one of the most
expensive places in the country to
produce something, I have invested in
this gigantic building so we can grow
our made in America products,”
BBM MAGAZINE | January/February 2018

Rakusin said. “We continue to hire and find ways to make more
things here. Buying Easy Reach in Mississippi expanded our
capabilities even more in the states.
“The only thing we don’t make ourselves is the low-end paint
applicator products that come from overseas. Everything else is
proudly produced here. I like keeping my people employed. I like
the fact that they receive a fair wage.”
Gordon Brush also has profit sharing and 401K programs
available to its employees.
“I have blue collar workers who have accumulated hundreds of
thousands of dollars over time, and those amounts will continue to
grow,” Rakusin said. “When they retire, they will have significant
savings that will make their retirement better.
“We are also very generous when it comes to health insurance
for our employees. They have an outstanding program that we
make available to them. Whether it is a husband, a wife or a child
that becomes ill or gets injured, we want the family unit to get
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back to normal, so my employee can get back to work and not
worry about his wife or her husband or his/her child.”
While Rakusin has no problem hiring people to work in the
company’s offices, finding employees to work in the factory is a
different story.
“It is really horrible. I could hire 20 people today, if I could find
them,” he said. “It is really bad and I don’t know when it will
change. If the economy stays robust, it is not going to change.”
Working on Gordon Brush’s shop floor requires mechanical and
some electronic skills. Employees possessing these attributes are
hard to find, so the company often has to train new hires.
When seeking new employees, the company uses E-Varify,
which is an Internet-based system that allows businesses to
determine the eligibility of their employees to work in the United
States. U.S. law requires companies to employ only individuals
who may legally work in the United States — either U.S. citizens,
or foreign citizens who have the necessary authorization.
The modern-day proliferation of cell phone use has caused
concerns about safety in a factory setting. People on the factory
floor working with machines, making adjustments, tweaking,
making modifications, etc., could be easily distracted by a ringing
phone or by thinking about the text message they just received.
“Last year, I got tired of all the cell phone issues that we were
having, so I bought lockers, which were installed in both the
factory and office break rooms,” Rakusin said. “Everybody has to
lock up his/her cell phones every day. During their breaks and
lunch they can get their phones, do what they want to do, and then
lock them up again. The safety aspect of using cell phones became
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way too big of a problem.
“We work very hard on safety. I don’t want anybody to get hurt.
I don’t want anybody to lose a finger or hand or worse. We want
them to come to work everyday in a safe environment, and then go
home without any ramifications from what they did that day.”
Looking ahead to the ABMA (American Brush Manufacturers
Association) 101st Annual Convention, scheduled for March 2124 in Scottsdale, AZ, Gordon Brush is a candidate for the William
Cordes Innovation Excellence Award for its new PlateScrape
product, one which Rakusin calls, “The most boring brush ever.”
The Innovation Excellence Award is given to recognize
outstanding innovation of manufactured products, components or
services in the broom, mop, brush and roller industry.
The award is named after William Cordes, who served as the
Association’s first president from 1917-1928.
The environmentally-friendly PlateScrape is an effective and
simple way to pre-sanitize dirty plates in restaurants, hotels,
convention centers, banquet halls, etc., according to a news release.
PlateScrape holds 4.4 gallons of water that comes slightly above two
rectangular brushes set close together, one over the other. The product
is used by sliding one plate at a time between the brushes, which scrape
off any remaining food waste. The 4.4 gallons can be used to presanitize 200 to 400 plates, or until the plates don’t come out clean.
“The PlateScrape was brought to my attention because of its
ability to save water, the gas or propane used to heat the water and
the sewage to treat the water after it has been used,” Rakusin said.
“It also saves on the labor it takes to clean dishes before they get
sanitized in a restaurant or any kind of commercial kitchen.”
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Rakusin said billions of gallons of water will be saved every year.
“The estimated $20 to $40 billion worth of savings for people in
the restaurant industry is probably on the low side,” he said. “The
fact that you will be able to fill up the bucket and have that water
stay there for hours before you have to dispose of it will be a
gigantic savings in the restaurant industry and commercial
kitchens. It is the simplest, and the most boring, product ever, but
I think it is maybe the greatest invention ever, in the sense that it
is going to save so much gas and water. It’s just unbelievable, and
the customers who use it think it is great.”
Another of Gordon Brush’s popular products is the The
FootMate® System, which is a foot brush scrubber and massager.
End-users can also purchase FootMate’s Rejuvenating Gel™,
which is a natural antiseptic, cleanser, and conditioner all in one,
specially formulated for feet. It can also be substituted as an allover body wash. Also available is FootMate’s Rejuvenating
Cream™, which is a natural antiseptic, moisturizer and
conditioner all in one.
“FootMate is a great product that continues to have very
aggressive growth. It is another product that people love,”
Rakusin said. “We know lots of people who have one in every
shower and bathroom in their homes. People love using the
product and the jell. We also have a lotion now that has some of
the same ingredients, so it all ties together. It has been received
very well in the marketplace. Four or five years ago we bought the
right equipment that allows us to make it very efficiently, which
helped us dramatically. It is a well-loved product.”
One trend that Rakusin thinks will have a negative impact on
businesses is the push to raise the minimum wage.
“In California they are raising it to $15 an hour. It sounds great,
but they didn’t take into consideration that for a company that
must raise its pay to $15 an hour, its workman’s comp costs are
going to go up, too,” Rakusin said. “Furthermore, unemployment
insurance, disability insurance, payroll expenses and business
insurance tied to payroll are all going to go up.
“Whether it is a local taco shop or the manufacturer next door,
everybody’s prices will go up. Raising the minimum wage
creates inflation.
“I remember making minimum wage. I started working at $1.50
an hour. I was making $60 a week, which was a lot of money for
a kid. However, I knew I didn’t want to stay at a job that pays
minimum wage. I knew I wanted to go to college and graduate
school, so I could earn more money. If you have to pay the janitor
$15 a hour to clean your floors and toilets, that’s a lot of money.
“The other thing raising the minimum wage causes is salary
suppression. If someone makes $20 an hour and minimum wage is
$10, there is a $10 spread. When that minimum grows to $15,
there will be a $5 spread. That is not very much. So, the guy who
is making $20 is going to want $25 or $30, so you just end up with
more inflation.”
Despite various challenges, Rakusin is excited about the future
of Gordon Brush and the brush industry as a whole.
“I love the future. Tomorrow is going to be better than
yesterday, and yesterday was great. All the investments we have
made are paying dividends,” he said. “We have this secret little
industry called the brush industry, and nobody knows it exists
until they don’t have one of our products that they need.
“The reality is, this is the most fantastic industry in the world,
because you have vehicles like the ABMA where people can
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become friendly and talk to each other about shared business
problems. In our industry, all the buying and selling that happens
between companies makes it easy, because I don’t have to invest
in a machine for which I don’t have enough business. I can buy the
products from somebody else. The relationships that are
developed through ABMA are really worthwhile. You can call one
of your competitors and say I need such and such. We will always
compete, but we also help each other.”
Contact: Gordon Brush Mfg. Co., Inc.,
3737 Capitol Ave., City of Industry, CA 90601.
Phone: 323-724-7777
Website: www.gordonbrush.com.

btex Corp., of Dresden, NY, located in the state’s Finger
Lakes region, celebrated its 38th year in business in January
2018. The company specializes in the design and
manufacture of applicationspecific
abrasive
nylon
deburring
brushes
and
automated de-burring systems.
The majority of Abtex’s
business is tied to the
automotive industry, but its
products can also be found in
the aerospace/aircraft, military,
industrial, medical, metal finishing and woodworking segments.
Abtex fiber abrasive brushing tools are available in disc,
radial wheel, tube, end type
Mark Fultz
and cylindrical formats. Abtex
offers a wide variety of stock brushes, in addition to custom
designs for specific applications.
“We had a record year in 2016, and improved upon that in
2017,” said Abtex President Mark Fultz. “We are very pleased
with our results for the year, and we’re forecasting another strong
year in 2018.”
Throughout the company’s 38 years in the marketplace, raw
material availability has remained stable.
“We are such a focused brush company that our raw materials
are quite predictable for us, and they are very limited. Our raw
materials are pretty much abrasive filament and the composite
material with which we form the backs of our brushes,” Fultz said.
“The raw materials we use have not changed appreciably over
those 38 years. Our suppliers have certainly been able to anticipate
our needs. So, we really have had no issues with raw materials.”
According to Fultz, industrial brushes tend to be viewed as
technical tools. As such, Abtex brushes are customized for a
specific application or a specific part.
“Both the manufacturing process and the machinery we
build for our customers are engineering intensive,” Fultz said.
“As we have grown, we have needed to bolster our
engineering talent. We have been fortunate to get some very
high quality folks.
“For the second year in a row, we had four engineering interns
working for us over the summer. We have made job offers to two
of those interns. One has accepted and is working for us part time
as he finishes his last semester of school. The other one has also
given us a verbal commitment.”

A
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of our machines are producing components that go into an
automobile. Because of the high volume of components the
automobile industry produces, it needs some automated way to
process the parts, and that is exactly what our machinery and
brushes offer.”
The company’s deburring machines
include: aluminum end deburring systems;
powder metal planetary head deburring
“...we are providing robots to load or
systems; fine blanked and stamping
unload our machines. This provides our
deburring systems; green powder metal and
customers with the ability to use equipment
custom deburring systems; and in-machine
deburring products.
unattended.”
“While Abtex has developed robotic
-Mark Fultz
deburring applications, more often than not
we are providing robots to load or unload our
“The technologies automotive engineers are using to improve fuel machines,” Fultz said. “This provides our customers with the
economy pretty much have to go through one of our machines, or ability to use equipment unattended. The robot recognizes when
one similar to ours, to use our brushes. There has been a broader there is a part present and will grab the part and load it into one of
use of those technologies across all car manufacturers, and that is our machines, and possibly unload the part as well. Automation is
the direction that more and more companies are trying to go
what has benefitted us most the past eight to 10 years.
“We are fundamentally a brush company. That is where we toward. The robotics simply provide us another tool to offer that
generate the vast majority of our revenue. Our machinery level of automation.”
Abtex also provides ancillary equipment such as filtration and
essentially acts to create demand for our brushes. It is analogous
to the razor and the razor blade. We provide a solution for our wet dust collectors for its systems.
“One of the applications we provide for our customers is
customers in terms of automated machinery to process their parts,
and that machinery happens to use our brushes. A high percentage deburring of saw cut aluminum. The unique thing about aluminum
Abtex engineers typically work with a customer’s engineering
group to solve problems, which, most of the time, involves an
engineered customized brush. Abtex also develops its own
manufacturing process equipment for handling abrasive nylon.
“Sales in the automotive industry are still strong,” Fultz said.
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is when you sand it or create dust, which our brush does, that dust
is highly flammable or explosive,” Fultz said.
The machine captures the aluminum dust created by the
brushing operation and puts it in water.

replacement. Abtex is fortunate to have very little turnover. We
provide a good working environment. The pay and benefits are
certainly competitive or better than what anybody can find locally.
We rarely lose employees.”
Fultz is optimistic about the future in the nearterm, but wonders how politics and the trend in the
“The bottom line is, automation has
automotive industry involving electric cars will
allowed us to keep up with the expanding
impact Abtex in the long run.
“I’m positive about the near-term. The big
demand for our brushes without having to
question is where are we going as a country and what
add additional personnel. Essentially, we
impact will the current administration have on the
economy?” Fultz said. “However, as I look forward
are doing more with less.”
to the next year or two, I see additional positive
-Mark Fultz
growth for Abtex.
“Of more than a casual interest, are some of the
“This rather unique type of dust collector eliminates the changes being talked about relative to the automotive industry and
potential for an explosion or flammability as it involves a water the move by automakers toward electric vehicles. It is of interest
bath,” Fultz said.
and some potential concern, because the vast majority of our
As with many other manufacturers, it has been a challenge to customers are producing parts that go into an automobile. Those
find employees to work on the shop floor. In this regard, Abtex’s parts are designed to go into an internal combustion engine and/or
engineers have developed solutions.
a conventional transmission. Obviously, neither of those exist in
“By virtue of our strong engineering force, we have been able to an electric vehicle.
introduce automation in some parts of our manufacturing
“It is not something that is going to happen overnight where we
process,” Fultz said. “The bottom line is, automation has allowed move from internal combustion engines to electrical vehicles, but it
us to keep up with the expanding demand for our brushes without seems like something we are evolving toward. The challenge for
having to add additional personnel. Essentially, we are doing more Abtex, and a very large percentage of the installed manufacturing
with less. We had an employee who retired recently and, based on base in the world, is how to shift our business focus to ensure that we
the improvements in productivity, we didn’t have to hire a are able to stay alive and create a new market and new opportunities,
as the shift away from internal combustion engines happens.
“I think if people involved in the automotive industry want to
keep their businesses around well into the future, they are going to
have deal with the reality of that change in the marketplace.”
Fultz, who is a past president of the ABMA, serving in 20152017, is planning to attending this year’s 101st Annual Convention in March.
“We are looking forward to the next ABMA convention and
being able to reconnect with the rest of the industry,” Fultz said.
“Attending the convention gives us a feel for how everybody’s
business is going and what people see moving forward into the
future.
“I tell all my friends and other business owners that the brush
industry is unique. ABMA members maintain very tight-knit
relationships with one another. We do compete, although, for the most
part, everybody has their niche. There is some crossover, but, by and
large, we are all interested in the overall health of the industry. Brush
companies are quick to help each other in times of need. It really is a
great industry. I have had a tremendous amount of fun being involved
with it, and look forward to what the future brings.”
Contact: Abtex Corporation,
89 Main St., P.O. Box 188, Dresden, NY 14441.
Phone: 888-662-2839.
Email: sales@abtex.com. • Website: www.abtex.com.
ounded in 1987 and specializing in custom-engineered
brushes, Tanis Inc., of Delafield, WI, serves a global
customer base, in a broad range of markets.
“We call ourselves a custom engineered brush company,” said
Tanis Inc. President Scott Tanis. “Most of the brushes we
manufacture are generated through customer requests. They are

F
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not generally standard products. We don’t get into retail,
although we do sell to a broad
range of markets.”
Tanis Inc.’s custom brushes
can be found in many segments, including agriculture,
automotive, construction, data
centers, food processing, metal
fabrication, medical, military,
packaging, printing and transportation. The company also
provides a variety of twisted,
disc and rotary brushes for
Scott Tanis
surface conditioning and deburring applications within the aerospace and aircraft industries.
Tanis Inc.’s highly trained engineers and knowledgeable
salespeople offer customers engineering support in designing the
best brush for a given situation within the scope of the industrial
brush channel.
“For customers or potential customers, there is not much we can’t
answer in regard to brush design,” Tanis said. “Our engineers and
salespeople work with customers to design a brush to meet their needs.
It is the talent of our people that makes it possible.”

“It seems like things are
moving along at a good pace.
We are getting new business
and our existing accounts have
been buying more, because the
economy is better. We are
pretty optimistic.”
-Scott Tanis
In today’s manufacturing world, automation plays a big part in
companies becoming more efficient and productive. Tanis Inc.
uses many types of machines, including older ones that still do the
job, to newer state-of-the-art equipment.
“We have equipment that runs back to the old hand-drawn, ‘use
your foot pedal’ machines and single tuft machines for stapling, up
to the ‘latest and greatest’ dual-head, five-axis machines,” Tanis
said. “It runs the gamut. We purchased some our new machines,
and some we built in-house.”
In its manufacturing processes, Tanis Inc. uses a variety of raw
materials.
“In the synthetics area, we use polypropylene, nylon and
polyester, which is pretty much the same as most brush companies
in our segment,” Tanis said. “We use a lot of abrasive nylons, as
well as some vegetable fibers, such as tampico, and horse hair. We
also use quite a bit of wire, such as brass and stainless steel. We
have had no issues with pricing and obtaining raw materials.”
As today’s good economy has put the recession years in the rear
view mirror, many companies are reporting business is doing well.
“We had a really good year in 2017, and we are looking forward
to an even better 2018,” Tanis said. It seems like things are
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moving along at a good pace. We are getting new business and our
existing accounts have been buying more, because the economy is
better. We are pretty optimistic.”
Many companies are also reporting they are having a hard time
finding good employees. However, Tanis Inc. has been more
fortunate in that regard than others.
“We have been lucky to hire good people, and then being able
to keep them,” Tanis said. “There was a stretch when it was tough
to find people, but now we are in good shape. It is always a
challenge finding good employees and, if the unemployment rate
continues to drop, it is going to be a little tougher.”
In March 2016, Tanis Inc. announced a major update to its
website, that includes a shopping cart and enhanced product
filters, aimed at better serving customers.
The site features e-commerce shopping, giving customers the
flexibility to order independently any time of day. The site
additions also include an advanced product filtering system that
transforms what could be complicated searches through thousands
of parts, into easy to use filters. Users can search by brush features
such as length, diameter, fill material and max RPM.
In September 2015 the company received its ISO 13485:2003
certification, which is the internationally recognized quality
standard for manufacturers of medical devices.
Tanis and his father, the late Chuck Tanis, founded Tanis, Inc.,
in 1987. At that time, Chuck Tanis was more than 60 years old,
and the pair essentially started the business “from scratch.”
Contact: Tanis, Inc., 3660 Kettle Court,
East Delafield, WI 53018.
Phone: 800-234-7002. • Website: www.tanisbrush.com.

iberty Brush Manufacturing, LLC, of Shakopee, MN,
specializes in the manufacture of quality industrial
replacement brushes, including cylindrical scrubbing and
sweeping brushes, side brooms, rotary brushes, pad drivers and
sand paper drivers.
Director of Sales & Development David H. Svoboda reported
that business during the past several months has been on the upswing.
“Sales in August were up,
but September was down.
However, October, November
and December were way up,”
Svoboda said. “I’m optimistic
that trend will continue. People
are watching their money
closely and buying wisely, but
they also seem to want to
invest back into cleaning
equipment and machines,
which is going to increase
brush sales.”
In 2012, the company
David Svoboda
moved to its current facility,
which is significantly larger than its previous location. Along with
some new equip-ment, the move enabled Liberty Brush to
increase efficiency. Since Liberty Brush’s founding, it has
established a reputation of having high quality precision staple set
manufacturing equipment, according to the company. The new
equipment has increased its ability to staple set more sizes with
faster speeds.

L
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Liberty Brush uses such raw materials as extruded and injection
plastics, and, for bristles, nylon, polypropylene, polyesters and
abrasives.
Svoboda said there have been some price increases in raw
materials; however, surcharges have been rolled back, and, on the
whole, pricing has been stable.
“One of our nylon suppliers just put in an increase of 35 cents a
pound, but, our other suppliers have not, so prices overall seem
good and relatively stable,” he said. “Freight costs are also down,

The company’s brushes are built on computer-driven machines.
There is much automation throughout the processes, but the final
phases, when the clutch plates are added and they are boxed, packaged
and labeled, are still accomplished by people, Svoboda said.
Liberty Brush is currently making changes to improve its
warehouse operation and to lessen turnaround times.
“We are working on a complete revamping of our warehouse in
regard to our racking and our setup,” Svoboda said. “Everything
is gearing toward more simplicity, bar coding, and as much
automation as possible. We have invested in
new software that will be able to track our
“People are watching their money closely
inventory better, and that will ultimately lead
toward bar code management. The software will
and buying wisely, but they also seem to
also project our needs much better. Bar coding
want to invest back into cleaning
is a little bit down the line, but the way we are
restructuring the warehouse is toward that end.
equipment and machines, which is going to
“We are making a big transition. For 19 years,
increase brush sales.”
we have been working on a just-in-time basis, and
-David Svoboda
building orders as they come in. In this day and
age, I feel that people want things faster. The world
is moving toward instant gratification. We are
which is good. In addition, there is more competition these days in responding to that by changing our business model from just-in-time
the raw material marketplace. I recently got a call from someone to building up our inventory, so that we can fill the smaller orders
who is representing materials coming in from Asia.”
quickly in one or two days. It is a big transition for the company.”
The company’s staple set brushes use the highest quality cores
Svoboda said the amount of inventory needed to accomplish
and fill material available. In addition, each brush is precision quicker turnaround times will be based on the past history of usage.
balanced for optimum performance, according to the company.
“We will stock inventory based on history to be ready to plate and
Liberty Brush sources raw materials from overseas companies, as get orders out the door,” Svoboda said. “For example, we have the
well as in the United States and Mexico.
ability to pull a report on how many 16-inch poly brushes we sold
“A company in Mexico is the one with the price increase, but its last year. Let’s say it was 100. What we will want to do is probably
quality is extraordinary, so we buy critical product that we need from have a quarter of that number on hand. We will pull out of inventory
that source. Fortunately, we are able to pick and choose where we buy. and build into inventory versus building five of this or two of that.
“We have to control costs. Quality is the most important thing, This method will fulfill our orders much more quickly. In addition, it
especially with nylons and abrasives. If a supplier can meet our will increase our productivity and our profits, because it is much
quality standards, and the price is better, it will begin to earn some more efficient and productive to run 50 to 100 brushes versus two or
of our business.”
five. We think this will, not only increase our proficiency in fulfilling
Liberty Brush conducts a lot of business with Canada, and is orders, but also increase our profits.”
keeping an eye on what changes might be coming down the road
For about 12 years, Liberty Brush has had a consignment
as the current administration has talked about renegotiating the program in place for one company that orders rotary brushes for
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
“I support any agreement that will strengthen
“The world is moving toward instant
Canada’s economy,” Svoboda said. “It is very easy
gratification. We are responding to that
these days to do transactions both in and out of
Mexico and Canada. I support anything that will
by changing our business model from justmake that easier.”
in-time to building up our inventory, so
Svoboda also keeps an eye on the value of the
Canadian dollar versus the U.S. dollar.
that we can fill the smaller orders quickly
“During the past year, the Canadian dollar has
in one or two days.”
been very weak,” Svoboda said. “It is unfortunate
-David Svoboda
that Canadian businesses have to pay a premium
when their dollar is weak. I’m all for anything that
will reduce or eliminate tariffs and duties and strengthens the its machines. Svoboda explained that people who need rotary
Canadian dollar.
brushes tend to want them quickly. The customer told Liberty
“Currently, the exchange rate is $1.24 Canadian equals $1 U.S. Brush he could not accomplish same-day turnarounds without the
I would love parity, because it strengthens Canadian buying consignment program. Furthermore, with Liberty Brush’s help,
power. Right now, we would have the advantage buying from the customer’s company grew from a 4,000-square-foot plant to a
Canada. However, we have a ton of customers up there, so I would 40,000-square-foot plant.
just as soon have their dollar strengthened so they could buy more
“The consignment program we worked out for that company is
from us.”
very successful and is going really well,” Svoboda said. “We are
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going to utilize what worked well with that program, taking the company recently put together both short-term and long-term
best ideas and applying them to our new inventory plan.”
plans, projections and goals, he said.
When it comes to customer service, Liberty Brush does not have
“With the new things we are doing, I am optimistic we will be
minimums, and will blind ship. The company also offers private able to grow,” Svoboda said. “We will strive to remain on the
label programs.
cutting-edge of technology. We are always forward-thinking, and
According to www.libertybrush.com, the company offers the we expect to have great success going forward.”
following bonus services to customers:
Because of its reputation as a manufacturer of quality
n Rotary brush education: Educational material and a seller’s replacement brushes, Liberty Brush was featured on the popular
guide are available to help with anything from the proper use of “World's Greatest!...” television series in 2015, which can be
the brush to proper selection of brush and materials. The Brush viewed at www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KXFyLroGKo.
Selection Guide and the Bristle and Pattern Guide, along with
Contact: Liberty Brush Manufacturing, LLC,
other resources, can be found under the resource tab on the
7800 County Road 101E, Shakopee, MN 55379.
website. The company’s customer service and/or the
Phone: 952-402-9400.
training/education department are also available to help with any
Email: info@libertybrush.com.
questions;
Website: www.libertybrush.com.
n Advertising materials: Brochures are
provided for the distributor to advertise the
Liberty Brush line. There is a space
available on the brochure for the distributor
to place its contact information. These can
be printed from the website or
professionally printed brochures can be
mailed upon request.
Svoboda said Liberty Brush has a new
product line that will be announced when
the testing phase is completed. The
company conducts testing, both in-house
and in the field, using scientific methods.
While Liberty Brush has a solid core of
experienced employees, some of which have
been with the company since the beginning,
finding new employees who want to stay with
the company has been difficult. Svoboda said,
in the recent past, the company has hired at
least five people who did not stay long.
“We trained them and, after a few months,
they quit. It is very frustrating,” Svoboda
said. “That being said, we have brought on
two new people and I have a good feeling
about them. We are doing what we can to
support our employees with pay and added
benefits. The last two people I hired seem to
be very happy.”
Svoboda is looking forward to attending
the ABMA 101st Annual Convention, as
well as the ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North
America Trade Show and Convention
scheduled for October 29-November 1 in
Dallas, TX. Liberty Brush has manned a
booth at the past three ISSA conventions.
“We had booths in both Chicago and
twice in Las Vegas, earning a lot of good
business from attending those shows,”
Svoboda said. “We weren’t sure if we would
continue, but we decided to have a booth in
Dallas. We also recently committed to
attending the ABMA convention this year.”
Looking ahead, Svoboda is optimistic
Made in Germany since 1920
www.ebser.de
about the future of Liberty Brush. The

macchines for the brush ind
n ustry
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Ebser, A Leading Manufacturer Of Brush Machines,
Presents New Range Of Drilling & Filling Machines
Ebser, the world’s leading manufacturer of
brush machines, presents a new range of
drilling and filling machines. Over the past
few years, Ebser has replaced its complete
range of drilling and filling machines with the
new VMC series.
In the nearly 100-year history of the
company, this new generation of machines
sets a trend in know-how, function, quality
and design. The Ebser brush machine factory
was founded in 1920.
All these systems are designed for
simplicity, flexibility, robustness and good
accessibility — for all kinds of brushes and
brooms up to a length of 1200mm — and
from the production of small batches to large
quantities.
Drillling and Filling Machine VMC342

Equipped with a CNC control with 4-5 servo
axes, a high degree of flexibility is offered. All drives are directly controlled and therefore feature a
manageable sequence.
Through the linear and swivel motion on
the sides, these machines offer a large
clearance in the center, with can be used
for various brush frames.
The frames for the brushes are designed
that they can be easily replaced. Via the
specially developed “Easy-Click” system,
the clamping stations can be exchanged
within the brush frame without tools.

Drillling and Filling Machine VMC343
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Microsoft Compatible Software
For Easy Operation
Machines are operated via the touch
display via newly developed software.
They are 100 percent Microsoft compatible, and thus easy to learn for
everyone. The programs and parameters
can be saved via USB-Stick.
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The VMC series are subdivided into the following machine types:
VMC242 — With one drilling and one
filling-tool station, as well as two clamping
stations, this is a simple, low cost
machine where the brush bodies must be
changed manually, between drilling and
filling;
VMC342 — With two drilling and one
filling-tool stations, it’s a simple, low cost
machine with shifting unit on the
processing stations;
VMC343 — With two drilling and one
filling-tool stations, it’s a continuously
working, low cost machine with shifting
unit on the processing stations; and,
VMC546 — With three drilling and two
filling-tool stations, it’s continuously
working, with shifting unit on the processing stations.

Drillling and Filling Machine VMC546

Other Similarities
All of these machines are equipped with wire feed with servomotor, adjustable picker-plate,
switchable displacer, material-box with two colors, material beater, central lubrication, etc.
The shifting unit with the processing stations works pneumatically or optional with programmable
linear axis with servomotor.

Access For Cleaning And Maintenance
By simply lifting the front hood as well as by
the protective door in the rear area, access to
maintenance and cleaning is more than
guaranteed.

Visit www.ebser.de for further information
and contact details.
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From September And October 1908
Issues Of Brooms Brushes & Handles Journal

Recently BBM received the September and October, 1908, editions of a publication entitled Brooms Brushes & Handles. The issues were found,
with other items, connected to the estate of P.A. (Lindy) Lindenmeyer, Arcola, IL, a former owner of The Broom and Broomcorn News, and a former
sec./treasurer of the National Broom Manufacturers Assoc. We, at BBM, were unfamiliar with the publication. The issues given to BBM were from
Volume 10 of the publication, numbers 11 and 12.
The monthly journal was published in Milwaukee, WI, with a subscription price of
$1 per year.
E.P. Moore was listed as editor and M.C. Moore was listed as manager. Managing the
New York office was F.K. Kauffman. Managing the Southern office was J.C. Taylor, and
the Chicago office was managed by H.T. Walen.
Most editorial copy was printed in approximately 6-point type, and included few
photos, and of course the
publication was in black/white.
A discription of the journal
stated, “Brooms Brushes &
Handles is absolutely an
independent journal, connected
in no way whatever with any
broom corn, machinery, or
supply house. It sells its
advertising space only for cash,
and stands entirely upon it own
merits as a news medium for the
industries represented and an
educative force in the broom
brush and handle fields.”
The journal’s copy included
an editorial section, features, as
well as an in-depth section
devoted to each brooms,
brushes and handles. Manufacturers and suppliers sent in
timely information about availability, weather conditions, quality of crops, etc., and the journal’s staff added
original copy.
One feature in the September issue was titled, “Three Thousand People Found Out What
It Was; American Warehouse Co.’s Barn Dance.”
The death of a Wooster Brush representative, B.M. Mutersbaugh, was announced, and readers
also learned of the progress of brush manufacturer, The Ames-Bonner Co.’s (Toledo, OH) baseball
team. And, Amos Wolf and Samuel Reinman both of Hanover, PA, had formed a partnership to
start a broom factory in Hanover.
As an insight as to what was of concern and interest to the industry in the first decades of the
1900s, an article in the October issue was titled, “What The Exporting Brush Manufacturer
Ought To Think About In Preparing To Shop His Goods.” Another article was titled, “The
Engine And Tool Room–Proper Equipment And The Way It Should Be Used.”
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Karen Hobbs Authors New Book,
“Swept Away—The Vanishing Art Of Broom Making”

Karen Hobbs, Austin, TX, has authored a new 112page, four-color paperback book entitled “Swept
Away — The Vanishing Art Of Broom Making.”
According to the inside cover flap, “Discover the
rich and colorful history of the American broom
corn industry, learn how broom corn is grown,
harvested, dyed, and, following easy step-by-step
instructions — with photographs and illustrations,
make your own broom, using one of the seven
Karen Hobbs
different broom patterns provided...”
The contents include chapters on: history; growing broom corn; harvesting
broom corn; sorting broom corn; dying broom corn; the legacy of broom corn, a
photo gallery; broom lore; and more.
Among the industry professionals credited are: Bart Pelton, Pelray
International; Ray LeBlanc, Pelray International; Dr. Sam Moyer, The
Jersey Jerry Broomsquire; Don Rankin, Broom, Brush & Mop magazine;
The National Broom Council; and, Alice Smith Babbs, Broomcorn
Nostalgia.
Hobbs is a retired U.S. Air Force OR nurse, and native of Arkansas, who
now lives in Austin with her husband, Cisco. According to her biography,
she has a passion for creating.
“Having found her niche in broom making, she takes every opportunity,
when traveling the world, to seek out other artisans to gain an even greater
insight into their craft and the history behind it.”
The book was published by Schiffer Publishing Ltd., Atglem, PA.

Visit www.maggielanestudio.com for more information.
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Zahoransky Reports Increasing
Orders For Fourth Time In A Row

From The Boucherie Borghi Group:

Automatic 3-Station Carousel Machine
With 1 Filling Tool And 1 Drill For
Producing Cylinder Brushes

The number of incoming orders at Zahoransky has achieved record
levels for the fourth time in a row, according to the company. In 2017,
another record was attained with an incoming order value of
approximately 123 m euro, compared to 92 m in the previous year.
This means an increase by 34 percent.

Pictured is the Zahoransky production plant for making toothbrushes.

Borghi said, “PITAGORA ensures high output featuring continuous cycle
operations. The rotating carousel brings the brush throughout the three
working stations: drilling, filling, trimming and loading/off-loading. The
loading area also provides an electronically controlled trimming unit,
capable of shaping the brushes according to different profiles. By special
request, the machine may also be equipped for the production of disc
brushes and lag brushes.”

Gordon Brush Acquires Easy Reach Inc.

Gordon Brush Mfg. Co., Inc., has acquired Easy Reach Inc., located
in Hattiesburg, MS. The company's manufacturing and operations will
remain in place, and the acquired company's new name will be Easy
Reach Supply, LLC.
“Easy Reach, an American manufacturer of wash brushes, extension
handles, injection and foam-molded brush blocks, and other cleaning items,
was founded in 1985 by B. J. Cedotal, to fill the demand for high-quality
brushes and handles for the trucking, RV and marine industries,” according
to a press release.
In 1989, B.J. Cedotal sold Easy Reach to his son, Brant Cedotal.
"Now in 2018, it's time for us to step aside so that the company can
continue to grow,” said Brant Cedotal. “We felt that Gordon Brush was the
best fit to take Easy Reach to the next level, to continue our family tradition
of individualized customer service, and to best manufacture our line of
American made wash brushes, extension handles, brush blocks and cleaning
accessories."
Ken Rakusln, president/CEO of Gordon Brush said, "The acquisition of
Easy Reach complements the other products and companies under the
Gordon Brush umbrella. Easy Reach will embellish our line of brooms,
brushes and squeegees, while adding new products geared to the trucking,
RV and marine industries. Easy Reach will add to our arsenal of our companies: Milwaukee Dustless Brush, Redtree Industries, and our newly
acquired Kirschner Brush. The Easy Reach acquisition dramatically
enhances our scale, product offerings, and geographic reach–creating new
synergies that better position us for future growth and investment in new
and existing markets."
For more information, visit www.gordonbrush.com.
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“Both Zahoransky Automation & Molds GmbH as well as the
machine business for broom and brush, dental hygiene and packaging
recorded a significant rise in incoming orders; whereas sales figures
for machines increased the most on a percentage basis, with a rate of
about 50 percent,” according to a company press release.
This is a result of continuous expansion across six production sites
in total, and the systematic development of global sales and service
locations worldwide.
With 780 employees — of which 10 percent are apprentices —
Zahoransky has 10 locations. Facilities can be found in Germany,
Spain, Japan, China, India, Brazil and the United States. The company
is split into business divisions for mold making and automation, as
well as mechanical engineering and packaging machines.
Besides injection molds for economical start-up solutions and
complex multi-component molds, the range of products includes a
large selection of brush machines. They range from machines for
making toothbrushes, small interdental brushes, hair and body care
brushes and various household brushes, all the way through to
cylindrical brushes and other technical brushes for the industrial sector.
In addition, the integration of packaging technology is offered. This
includes in-house production of blister packaging machines, handling
systems and robotics. The manufacturing of fully-automated, crosssystem production and assembly facilities is part of the core business.
Focal points of automation include household and industrial brushes,
as well as oral care, cosmetics and medical devices.
Visit www.zahoransky.com for more information.

American Power Brush Completes
Asset Acquisition Of Cascade Brush

Power Brushes, Inc. of Toledo, OH, said its affiliate, American
Power Brush Manufacturing, Inc. (APBMI), has completed the asset
purchase of Cascade Brush Company, of Yakima, WA.
“With the acquisition of Cascade Brush, we continue to focus on our
ability to provide customers with the highest quality products, and
customer service. This further expands our industry knowledge and
ability to serve our customers, from our facilities in Portland, OR, and
Toledo, OH,” said Tom Parseghian, CEO of Power Brushes, Inc.
American Power Brush Manufacturing Inc., specializes in custom
engineered staple set and metal back strip brushes for various critical
applications. APBMI is affiliated with Power Brushes, Inc., which was
founded in 1957. Cascade Brush Co. was founded in 2008 by Pat
Stohr, who joins APBMI as regional sales manager.
For more information, visit www.powerbrushes.com.
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What NOT To Say To Your Customers

Forbidden
Phrases
By Harrell Kerkhoff | Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

W

hat not to say is just as important as what to say when
working with customers. Driving home this point was
Nancy Friedman, founder and president of the
Telephone Doctor® Customer Service Training, of St. Louis, MO,
which provides www.serviceskills.com, a 12-series, 24/7 online
platform of content designed to help companies communicate better
with customers. Friedman outlined several key customer service
strategies during an educational session at the 2017
ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America trade show, in Las Vegas, NV.

“More business is lost due to poor
service and poor treatment than poor
products.”

Beginning her presentation titled, “Hell Hath No Fury Like a
Customer Scorned: The Five Forbidden Phrases,” Friedman told
the audience, “More business is lost due to poor service and poor
treatment than poor products. The companies represented here
today don’t have poor products. It is how you treat people that
counts. We like to be treated nice.
“Furthermore, people will pay more for better service. We go
downtown to a very expensive restaurant and overpay — we’ve all
done that — and then we walk out and say, ‘Wasn’t the service great.’”
Friedman said when she gives a presentation, she takes however
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much time she needs to
establish a rapport with the
audience, comparing it to how
much time a business has to
connect with a customer during
a phone call.
“When your phone rings
(from a potential customer),
you have less than 20 seconds
to make that same great
connection,” she said. “How
many of you have a newemployee orientation program in place, focusing on
Nancy Friedman
customer service and how to
receive phone calls? Let me share with you the Telephone
Doctor’s ‘Five Forbidden Phrases,’ as well as positive responses
to replace these phrases, helping your company receive better end
results when working with customers.”

“When your phone rings (from a
potential customer), you have less than 20
seconds to make that same great
connection.”
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Friedman suggested that business owners should make it a
practice to call their own companies, and see how their employees
actually answer the phone and handle inquiries.
“Call your office and ask for yourself or for information about a
service or a product. This will help you to better understand how your
customers are taken care of when they make similar calls,” she said.

The first of the five forbidden phrases that
Friedman outlined is, “I don’t know.”

“You could not pay the people in my office to say those three
words, if your life depended on it. ‘I don’t know’ is a forbidden
phrase at Telephone Doctor,” she said “You could call and ask,
‘What time is it in China?’ and they will tell you what I want you
to tell your customers —‘Gee, that is a very good question. Let me
check and find out.’ Because you can find out.
“Outside of sensitive financial information, there is not a thing

“‘I don’t know’ is direct rejection. The
minute somebody hears, ‘I don’t know,’
they hear, ‘You don’t care.’ That’s how
simple it is. “
you cannot find out. It may take you time, but you can find out. ‘I
don’t know’ is direct rejection. The minute somebody hears, ‘I
don’t know,’ they hear, ‘You don’t care.’ That’s how simple it is.
So, ‘I don’t know’ is a forbidden phrase.”
Friedman said she and her husband started removing as much
negativity as possible from their lives many years ago.
“We don’t think negatively. We don’t talk negatively, and we
don’t have negative people around us anymore,” she said. “I have
a lot of people running around my office saying, ‘Gee, that’s a real
good question,’ and I have a lot of happy customers, and my
employees have a happy boss, because I never get rejected.
“If you are an owner or a manager, how would you like to never
have a negative word said to you? It can be done if you will just
teach co-workers, ‘I don’t know’ is no longer part of this

office. It is a ‘four-letter’ word, but they can say,
‘Gee, that is a great question, let me find out.’”

Furthermore, she said, a customer service rep can add, “By the
way, when do you need this information?”
“Telephone Doctor surveys have found most customers do not
need the information right away. Some do. But, most people when
you ask them, ‘By the way, when do you need this information?’
they will say, ‘Tomorrow,’ or they will say, ‘I’m going on
vacation’ or ‘I’m going to a local conference, I won’t be back until
Monday,’” Friedman said. “The worst thing that could happen is
you don’t get the information. But then, you get to say, ‘Mr. Jones,
I searched. I looked. I asked. I did everything in my power to get
that information, and I was not able to.’ Now, the customer knows
you went the extra step. You didn’t just say, ‘I don’t know.’”
Friedman said someone once approached her and said, “I
always tell people, I don’t know, but I will find out.”
“Why would you start with a negative?” Friedman asked the
audience. “You will never hear a negative at the top of the
conversation from a Telephone Doctor employee. That’s our
mantra. We start everything with a positive.”
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Friedman said if the people in her audience don’t do anything
else but eliminate “I don’t know” from their corporate culture, this
will still noticeably change the way they do business.
“You want to tell your employees, ‘I don’t know,’ is now a
forbidden phrase, replaced by, ‘Gee, that is a very good question,
let me check and find out,’ and always with a smile,” she said. “If
you tell someone, ‘I don’t know’ without a smile, it is double
rejection. It is, ‘I don’t care and I don’t like you.’ Add the caveat,
‘By the way, when do you need that information?’ and you will
see a huge difference in your customers.”

Friedman said the second forbidden phrase,
“We can’t do that,” is in memory of her father.

“When I was a little girl, I was never allowed to say a certain
four-letter word. I was never allowed to say ‘I can’t,’” she said.
“My dad would look at me and say, ‘Tell me you won’t. Tell me
you don’t want to. Tell me you don’t have time, but don’t tell me
you can’t, Nancy, because you never tried.’
“‘Oh, we can’t do that,’ is another immediate rejection. Your
customers don’t like that. If they ask you something you are not
able to do, say, ‘That’s a toughie. Let me check it out for you.’
Again, we’re saying we are going to try, but it is going to be tough.
So, we set them up with the expectation that this may not work
out. ‘We can’t do that,’ — again, direct rejection. Those are words
you don’t want to say to your customers.”
Friedman told a “We can’t do that” story involving a gift shop
in a hotel she visited. She took her purchase back to her room and
opened it, and it was not what she thought it was going to be. She
put it back into the box and returned to the gift shop.
“I walked up to the lady and said, ‘Remember me?’ She said,

“‘Oh, we can’t do that,’ is another
immediate rejection. Your customers
don’t like that. If they ask you something
you are not able to do, say, ‘That’s a
toughie. Let me check it out for you.’”
‘Yes,’” Friedman recalled. “I said, ‘I opened this box and it was
not what I thought, so, I would like my money back.’ She said,
‘We can’t do that.’ I said, ‘Sure you can. Just open the cash
register and give me $7.45.’”
Friedman told the clerk she didn’t need the item and to keep it,
and she walked out of the gift shop.
“I walked away and didn’t think another thing about it,”
Friedman said. “I was checking out of the hotel the next day and
the manager came running up to me and said, ‘Mrs. Friedman, I
just wanted to let you know we credited your account for $7.45.’
I looked at him and said, ‘I thought you couldn’t do that?’
‘“We can’t do that,’ is not a pretty phrase, and yet it’s used over
and over again.”

Friedman said the positive answer is, “Mrs.
Jones, I wish we could. Unfortunately, that is not
an option we have.”

“You don’t need to make an excuse,” Friedman said. “When
you use the ‘wish’ statement, you are agreeing with someone. ‘We
can’t do that’ is just an irritant.”
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She told of another incident about buying a dress to wear for her
daughter’s wedding.
“I bought a dress for my daughter’s wedding that they altered.
It looked terrible on me, and I wanted my money back,” Friedman
said. “The clerk looked at me and smiled and said, ‘Oh, Mrs.
Friedman, I wish we could. Let me bring Maria from alterations,
and we will make it look fabulous on you.’ I said, ‘OK.’
“She used the ‘wish’ statement on me, and I fell for it. So, I
know the ‘wish’ statement works.”
Friedman said the Telephone Doctor conducted a survey asking
what bothered people the most while on the phone.
“The No. 1 frustration was, ‘Hang on a second, I’ll be right
back.’ That’s ‘liar, liar, pants on fire.’ Nothing takes a second,”
Friedman said. “Has anybody ever received a call in your business
from somebody who says, ‘Hi. My name is Bob Smith, could you
please put me on hold?’ It doesn’t happen.”

The third forbidden phrase is, “Just a second.”

Rather than just saying, “Just a second,”
the person answering the phone should
say where he/she is going and how long it
will take.

Friedman said it is the way people are put on hold that is the
problem. Rather than just saying, “Just a second,” the person
answering the phone should say where he/she is going and how
long it will take.
“Those are two pieces of information that you need to include
before you put somebody on hold,” she said. “You should

say, ‘Mrs. Friedman, the information you need is
in another room on another computer. It is going
to take me about two or three minutes. Are you
able to hold while I get that information?’”

Friedman also said it’s important to inform the caller if it’s
going to take too long to keep him/her on hold.
An example of how to best handle this type of situation would
be: “‘Mrs. Friedman, the information you need is going to take me
about 25 to 30 minutes. I do not want you to hold that long. May
I have your number, so I can call you this afternoon or tomorrow?
Which would be better?’” Friedman said. “‘If you are able to hold,
I can get you the information,’ is a statement of fact. ‘It is going to
take me about two or three minutes. I have to check another
computer.’ You told me how long and where you are going.”
She also said to tell the customer, “Thank you for holding.”
“In the event that you do say, ‘Hang on for a second,’ think, ‘Oh,
shoot, Nancy said not to say that,’” Friedman said. “Pick up the
phone and say, ‘I apologize. I meant to say, are you able to hold.’
Just rewind. Erase that, ‘Hang on a second, I’ll be right back,’
because it shouldn’t be there.”

The fourth forbidden phrase Friedman outlined
is, “You’ll have to...”

“I will not tolerate when you tell me what I have to do,” she
said. “I don’t have to do anything but die and pay taxes. That is
what I have to do. We are going to tell people what they ‘need’ to
do. We take orders. We don’t give them.
“When you tell somebody they ‘have’ to do something, it is a
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“When you tell somebody they ‘have’ to
do something, it is a negativity we don’t
need in our lives.”

negativity we don’t need in our lives. It bothers me when people
order me around — you’re going to have to do this, you’re going
to have to do that. I don’t have to do those things, and neither do
your customers. You want to tell people what they

‘need’ to do.”
The fifth forbidden phrase is “no” at the start of
a sentence.

“We are no longer going to start any sentence with the word ‘no.’
It is as simple as that. You can say anything else, but we are no longer
going to start a sentence with the word ‘no,’” Friedman said. “You
tell a dog, ‘No, no, no.’ You tell a child, ‘No.’ You don’t tell your
customers ‘no.’ Bottom line is, when you start a sentence with a
negative, you become negative. Don’t start sentences with a ‘no.’”
She gave the example when someone asks, “Have you ever been
to China?” The forbidden response would be, “no.” A better
response is, “I have not.”

“‘I have not’ is grammatically correct without the
word ‘no,’” Friedman said. “I’ll say it again — if you will apply

and practice removing the negatives from these phrases and insert
the positive alternatives, you will get immediate positive results.”
As a bonus, Friedman also shared what she calls more “killer
words of customer service.”
“I’m going to share the top killer words often used in phrases —
words that we are saying all day long, and you are losing business
as a result,” she said. “For example, you go to a restaurant and the
waiter pours your water. You look up and say, ‘Thank you,’ and
the waiter says, ‘No problem.’ People don’t want to hear, ‘No
problem.’ What happened to the gold standard, ‘You’re welcome?’

“We are no longer going to start any
sentence with the word ‘no.’ It is as simple
as that. You can say anything else, but we
are no longer going to start a sentence
with the word ‘no.’”
Watch how many times people now say, ‘No problem.’ When you
catch yourself saying, ‘No problem,’ follow it with, ‘I mean,
you’re welcome.’”
Another killer phrase is, “Just calm down,” Friedman
said, adding, “It’s not your job to tell somebody else how to act.”
Friedman said she would also avoid saying, “I’m awfully sorry.
That is our policy.”
“Company policies are written for the company, not for the
customer,” Friedman said.
Rather than being confrontational, she explained, companies
should focus on being more flexible, when dealing with
reasonable requests that fall outside a set policy.
Visit www.serviceskills.com and
www.nancyfriedman.com for more information.
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Raw
Material Report

By Harrell Kerkhoff | Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

orldwide demand for steel is increasing, and prices appear
to be following suit. This was the message from two U.S.
raw material suppliers who were interviewed in midJanuary by Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine.
Reporting on the availability and pricing of raw materials
needed for the production of metal handles was American Select
Tubing (AST) General Manager Mark Maninfior. His main

W

“We have not had trouble obtaining steel, but
pricing has been more challenging. I feel there
has been a lot of posturing going on within the
U.S. steel industry as a result of certain tariffs
that have been placed by the U.S. government on
imported steel.”

concern right now is the pricing of steel, a key ingredient in metal
handle production.
“We have not had trouble obtaining steel, but pricing has been more
challenging,” Maninfior said. “I feel there has been a lot of posturing
going on within the U.S. steel industry as a result of certain tariffs that
have been placed by the U.S. government on imported steel.
“U.S. steel mills seemed to have used these tariffs as an
opportunity to increase their prices. As a purchaser of steel, it’s
important to not pay too much for this raw material, as it can have
a big impact on the price of our metal handle products. Lead times
for steel are also increasing. Many times, in this type of
environment, companies will purchase additional material in fear
of future price increases. This can add to the lead times.”
American Select Tubing uses full hard steel to make its metal

“I think there might be some additional shortterm price increases ahead as we begin 2018,
but I think it’s going to have to level off at some
point.”

handles. Maninfior said this is a very tough material, allowing the
metal handle to be thinner and lighter. He added that AST
purchases all of its full hard steel from U.S. mills. Therefore,
future pricing trends for this material is being closely watched by
company officials.
“I think there might be some additional short-term price
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Mark Maninfior

Mike Fredrickson

increases ahead as we begin 2018, but I think it’s going to have to
level off at some point,” Maninfior said. “The price of steel has
gone up a lot during the past couple of years. My records show
that the price of cold rolled full hard steel was $853 a ton in
November 2017, and now it’s $906 a ton (as of the middle of
January). When going back to September 2016, steel was $775 a
ton; and in 2015, the price was well below that mark.”
Located in Mattoon, IL, AST (www.astubing.com) specializes in
the production and sale of metal handles for the brush, broom and
mop industries, as well as the tool trade. This includes rake and
snow shovel handles.
“We are making an effort, and finding success, at diversifying
our product offering. This includes the production of metal tubes
used for other industries,” Maninfior said. “Demand continues to
grow as well for our aluminum handles, which have been well
received in the food industry. These handles will not rust and
possibly harbor bacteria, which is very valuable to those
companies that work with food.”
In 2016, AST announced the acquisition of Carolina Filaments,
LLC. Now operating as AST Filaments, the company markets,
stocks and distributes abrasives and filaments for Filkemp
(Portugal) and Plasticfibre (Italy) in North America.
“For American Select Tubing, however, the main chunk of our
business involves the cleaning industry and the supply of metal

“We stock a lot of inventory for customers,
and are having some difficulty getting that
inventory built up due to an increase in our
order volume.”

handles. The lion’s share of the raw material we need is steel. We
also use a lot of resin for our injection-molded handle parts, such
as caps and threads, as well as resin needed for our plastic-coated
handles,” Maninfior said. “I would estimate that steel, resin and
the powder needed for our powder-painted handles makes up 98
percent of our raw material usage.”
He added the hurricanes that struck the United States during the
latter half of 2017 reduced availability and increased pricing of
certain resins. This has since eased. Bad weather, on the other
hand, has increased demand for various types of cleaning tools
such as brooms, mops, brushes and snow shovels.
“The snow storms that struck around the holidays on the East
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Coast generated a lot of snow shovel orders. I was getting calls at
home from customers wanting to receive snow shovel handles as
soon as possible as they were getting low on inventory,” Maninfior
said. “Last year’s hurricanes also generated an increase in business
volume for the industry when it came to cleaning equipment. There
was a greater need for such items as mops, brooms and brushes.”
He noted the business has been good for AST heading into the
first part of 2018.

“The current strength of the euro, compared to
this time last year, is working in our favor. It’s
making our products more attractive. This is a
positive change, although it could very well be
short term.”
“Normally, we see a slow period from October through January,
but it’s been very busy as of late. We stock a lot of inventory for
customers, and are having some difficulty getting that inventory
built up due to an increase in our order volume,” Maninfior said.
“We are also projecting a greater increase in business for the
second half of this year, due in part to some new projects we feel
will bear fruit.
“It also helps us that the value of the euro is up as a lot of our
competitors are located in Europe. The current strength of the
euro, compared to this time last year, is working in our favor. It’s
making our products more attractive. This is a positive change,
although it could very well be short term. The value of a specific
currency over time is a lot like a pendulum — it can quickly swing
the other way.”
ire is another important component for making many kinds
of brushes and related products. Wire’s uses are varied, and
its sources are many. Mike Fredrickson, wire division
sales manager for Jewel Wire, a division of Loos & Co.,
explained in a recent interview that the supply of most raw
materials needed for making wire remains steady, but lead times
and pricing have increased.
“The issue right now is that copper, nickel and steel prices are
going up. Lead times have also increased over the past year for
many of the raw materials we purchase to make wire,” he said.
“Transportation costs are also increasing, as is the overall cost of
manufacturing.”
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“The issue right now is that copper, nickel
and steel prices are going up. Lead times have
also increased over the past year for many of
the raw materials we purchase to make wire.
Transportation costs are also increasing, as is
the overall cost of manufacturing.”
According to Fredrickson, many U.S. steel mills that were
looking for business several years ago are now busy. The result is
longer lead times and higher prices.
“When demand hits like that, prices will go up,” he added. “We
(Jewel Wire) purchase material from both U.S. and foreign mills,
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and demand is strong no matter the location of the mill.”
Jewel Wire (www.loosco.com/products/brush-wire/) produces
custom wire products from its Pomfret, CT, facility. The
company provides many wire types to the brush and related
industries, including brass, phosphor bronze, stainless steel,
stainless nickel alloy, nickel silver, high carbon and low carbon
steel, and custom materials.
Wire items made from these raw materials differ in tensile
strength and yield, along with fatigue, size and surface finish
values — all important factors for brush manufacturers that make
a wide variety of products for the industrial, janitorial, medical,
aerospace and other industries.
“We supply wire in hanks, spools, multiple ends and cut
bundles. Since we are a domestic manufacturer of wire with a
large inventory, we can offer short lead times,” Fredrickson said.
“It’s important to have products on the shelf. It creates a ‘spotbuy’ situation for us, which can be driven by the U.S. economy.”
He added that Jewel Wire representatives work to keep the

“It’s important to have products on the shelf.
It creates a ‘spot-buy’ situation for us, which
can be driven by the U.S. economy.”
company’s machinery updated, and help customers who are doing
the same with their own equipment.
“There are several customers right now that have purchased
new machines, allowing them to produce more brushes per hour.
It’s our job, at Jewel Wire, to provide products that will help
maximize the production output for these customers, while
improving efficiencies,” Fredrickson said. “Jewel Wire is also
ISO-certified, indicating that we provide quality products and
added manufacturing control. This involves all of our wire
products, from low carbon all the way to nickel silver.”
Despite challenges with raw material price increases and lead
times, business has been strong at Jewel Wire and continues to
grow, Fredrickson added.

“We have a solid base of customers in place,
and are also working with companies that we
haven’t heard from in several years. This latter
point is a trend that I have heard (other
suppliers) report on as well. A lot of companies
have simply exhausted their inventories, and
are now in need of new supplies.”

“We have a solid base of customers in place, and are also
working with companies that we haven’t heard from in several
years. This latter point is a trend that I have heard (other
suppliers) report on as well. A lot of companies have simply
exhausted their inventories, and are now in need of new
supplies,” he said. “This is also a time when suppliers of
imported goods are increasing their presence, trying to compete
with domestic products, including wire. Therefore, we at Jewel
Wire continue to focus on backing our products with quality
service and quicker lead times.”
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